Motorola
CLP Two-Way
Radio
Comfortable. Lightweight. Portable.

Motorola CLP Two-Way Radio

Start a whole
new conversation
WITH style and ease
Now your team can stay connected with the productivity
tool that combines comfort, durability, and simplicity.
The Motorola CLP Two-Way Radio is the sleek radio that
gets the job done without getting in the way.
Designed specifically for retail, hospitality, and
restaurant environments, CLP is small and lightweight,
with simple one- button, push-to-talk operation. Clear,
strong audio makes communicating easy in noisy
environments, and the durable design and long battery
life will stand up to the everyday wear and tear of your
fast-paced business.

All this performance is packaged in a sleek,
contemporary design. Flexible carry options let you
wear CLP on a belt or a versatile magnetic clip, giving
you the comfort and freedom to match your style and
workplace environment.
Your customers demand rapid response and superior
customer service. Now you can deliver it with style and
ease. CLP allows your team to stay connected, reduce
errors, and respond quickly to other team members,
customers or guests. Motorola CLP–it’s
productivity with personality.
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A. Smart Status Glow
Color indicates active channel, radio transmit & receive,
scan, and battery status.
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b. Push-To-Talk button
Oversized, textured, and centrally located provides
easy access.
c. Volume Control
16 adjustable volume levels make CLP easy to hear in any
environment. A long press provides a quick way to lower
the headset volume.
d. Power/Battery Button
Powers device on or off, with a short press provides audio
indication of current battery level.
e. Accessory Connector
Compact, durable design, for proven Motorola 		
accessories.
f. Menu Button
Voice driven menu provides quick access to
pre-programmed features: channel, monitor, scan, and
call tone.
g. Charging / Programming Contacts
Provides robust battery charging and radio programming.
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features

Features
Designed for You
Motorola is a company of firsts with a rich heritage of innovation.
We continue to invent what’s next—connecting people, delivering mobility
and making technology personal.
FEATURE:

FUNCTION:

Voice Assisted Operation

Voice driven menu provides access to channel, monitor, scan, and call tone.

Smart Status Glow

Features are associated by color, providing information at a glance.

Bluetooth® Technology*

Enables seamless and wireless connectivity with the ear piece.

Customer Programming
Software (CPS)

Connect CLP to a PC with a data cable to customize your radio settings.

Radio Configuration

Configure radio channels, frequencies and codes from a pre-programmed list without
the use of a computer

Scan

Monitor radio activity for faster, more efficient communications.

Sleek Design

Unique palm-sized radio that is 40% smaller and 50% lighter than similar products.

Audio

Clear, strong audio performance for confident communications in noisy environments.

Internal Antenna

Embedded antenna delivers wide coverage in a compact design.

Durability

Designed and built to withstand everyday use. Meets MILSTD 810 specifications.

Battery

Li-Ion batteries provide 9-14 hours** of talk and listen for service over long shifts.

Power

1-watt output with selectable high or low settings configured via CPS.

Frequency Band^

Operates on UHF frequencies and features 219 codes.

Repeater Capable

Increase range and eliminate dead spots with a Motorola Repeater.

Antimicrobial Protection¹

Helps prevent the growth of mold and germs on the surface of the radio.

Retail

hospitality

restaurant

¹ Does not apply to accessories.

“Always with me, never in the way–CLP makes it easy to stay
connected with my team and my customers.”

* Some features available
on select models only.
** Dependent on battery
type and usage.
^ Subject to country type
approval and license
requirements.
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Motorola CLP Two-Way Radio
Accessories

Motorola CLP
Accessories
Enhance functionality and performance.

Motorola Original accessories will make you and your CLP even more productive.
A variety of carry options, earpieces, batteries, and chargers enable you to create
the communications system that works best for you and your team.
Carrying Accessories

Batteries

Flexible carrying options give you the freedom to wear
CLP your way. The belt-clip holster is so light you won’t
even know it’s there. A unique magnetic clip allows CLP
to be worn anywhere; on your lapel, dress shirt pocket,
or snapped on your waist.

The standard Li-Ion battery is designed for 9 hour
performance. For even longer shifts, a high capacity
Li-Ion battery will provide up to 14 hours of service.

Earpieces
CLP must be paired with an audio accessory. A variety of
comfortable earpieces provide loud, clear audio and
accommodate the way you like to work. The wired
earpiece comes with an easy-access push-to-talk button
and a Bluetooth ® earpiece is also available on select
models.

Earpiece with inline
PTT button

Chargers
This revolutionary, clean design provides rapid charging
of your Motorola CLP. A Multi-unit charger allows
you to conveniently charge up to six Motorola CLPs
simultaneously. The charger is designed with a back
pocket to store your earpiece while the unit is charging,
and can be mounted on the wall if space is at a premium.

Swivel Belt Holster

Multi-Unit Charger

Magnetic Clip

Surveillance Kit
with clear tube
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